
1 second 1 second 1 second

Flashes red, green and blue (2 times per second)

Pulses red (3 times per second)  

Flashes orange very rapidly (10 times per second)

Flashes blue rapidly (5 times per second)

Flashes red and white rapidly (5 times per second)

Glows solid green 
Flashes green (3 times per second) then o� (for 1 second)

Glows solid purple
Flashes purple (3 times per second) then o� (for 1 second)

Flashes red rapidly (5 times per second)  

Flashes red, green and blue every 3 seconds 
Flashes red, green and blue continuously
Flashes purple (1 �ash per second)

Flashes orange twice between any LED indication
(when in the air)

Flash rapidly (5 times per second)

Flashes red and green slowly (2 times per second)

Flashes red and green rapidly (5 times per second)

Flashes red, green and blue rapidly (3 times per second)

Flashes red, green and blue slowly (1 time per second)

Glows solid white

Glows solid red
Flashes yellow (1 time per second)

Glows solid green
Glows solid blue (1 time for 2 seconds)

Flashes green, blue slowly (1 time per 2 seconds) 

1 second 1 second 1 second

1 second 1 second 1 second

1 second 1 second 1 second

LED STATUS INDICATIONS DURING STARTUP

   Main LED Status Indicator
     - Initialization in progress
     - Initialization failed
     - The aircraft is in ‘bind’ mode
     - The aircraft is not connected/linked to the transmitter
     - The aircraft is in a no-�y zone*
      *Please see the instruction manual for more information regarding no-�y zones

LED STATUS INDICATIONS BEFORE/DURING FLIGHT

   Main LED Status Indicator
     - The aircraft is in Smart Mode with GPS lock
     - The aircraft is in Smart Mode without GPS lock
     - The aircraft is in Angle Mode with GPS lock
     - The aircraft is in Angle Mode without GPS lock
     - The aircraft is in Home Mode
     - First level low voltage battery warning
     - Second level low voltage battery warning 
     - GPS lost
     - Compass calibration required

  Below Motor Led Status Indicators
     - Low voltage battery warning

LED STATUS INDICATIONS FOR CALIBRATION MODES

   Main LED Status Indicator
     - Compass calibration Mode entered
     - Compass calibration started
     - Accelerometer calibration started
     - Accelerometer calibration Mode entered/data collection �nished
     - Calibration failed

CGO2-GB CAMERA LED STATUS INDICATIONS 

     - WiFi / camera initialization in progress
     - MicroSD card error or missing microSD card
     - Ready
     - Taking still photo
     - Recording video


